quality of a school depends on how students fit in a school's social setting.'^ This theory outlines fresh directions for research in the economics of education.
With the focus on identity and schools, this review gives a new perspective on the allocation of resources in education. We often see vast differences in educational outcomes with little difference in quantity of resources. These differences remain a puzzle to economists; as one of our referees argued, "economists do not have good models for explaining why school resources do or do not (as often found) affect the returns to schooling." The framework we develop might fill this gap. We translate key sociological concepts into an economic model of students and schools. At the forefront are a schools social setting and students' backgrounds. We show how sociological variables may affect educational outcomes, and how resources may ehange the returns to different policies.
The literature we review represents a major (in our view, the predominant) line in the sociology of education. The concepts we adopt-ideal type, identity, and social category-are as basic to sociology as supply and Thus we follow Judith Harris (1998) , who writes "children want to be successful children," and James Goleman (1961) , who argues adolescents want to fit in.
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joumai of Economic Literature, Vol. XL (December 2002) demand, to economics. In schools of education, tbe syllabi of core courses are filled with works that apply these concepts to schooling.^ Of course, there is now much sociology that is indistinguishable from economics. Economics, however, has not adopted core sociological concepts. This omission may be for good reason: we have heard many economists say these concepts are too fuz2y to inform either theory or empirical work. Nonetheless, it might be worthwhile to consider how central sociological concepts may explain outcomes that cannot be explained by a standard economic model. Without a model that mirrors this sociology, economic analysis produces only partial answers to key questions. For example, what is the impact of resources on academic attainment? What are the important elements of school reform? Economists can answer whether additional resources enhance schooling, but not when these resources will be effective, or why. The models below give tentative answers and directions for empirical investigation. The effectiveness of resources will depend upon interaction between the resources used and student formation of academic identity.
Our interpretation of the noneconomic literature relies on previous work, Akerlof and Kranton (2000) , which advances a notion of utility where an individual s identity, or sense of self, is salient. An individual gains utility when her actions and those of others enhance her self-image. Furthermore, selfimage, or identity, is associated with the social environment: People think of themselves and others in terms of different social categories. Examples of social categories include racial and ethnic designations, and in the school context include, for example, "jock" and "nerd." Prescriptions give the ideal, or stereotypical physical attributes and '' See, for example, Harvard University's Professor Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot's syllabus on the sociology of education: http://icommons.narvard.edu/-gse-al07/syllabus/Syllabuslitml. behavior, of people in each category. Individuals then gain or lose utility insofar as they belong to social categories with high or low social status and their attributes and behavior match the ideal of their category. We use this basic model of utility to understand student behavior in schools.
In this introduction we first describe our readings in the noneconomic education literature and our interpretation of it. We then discuss what may be missing from the economic literature and why the inclusion of these sociological variables could make a difference to economic analysis.
Outline and Interpretation of Noneconomic Literature
We begin with James Coleman's (1961) study of ten Illinois high schools in the late 1950s, Adolescent Society. Coleman pioneered the research on students' social arrangements. From student questionnaires, Coleman found that students literally divide themselves into social categories-categories that should be familiar to anyone who has attended a United States high school: "nerds," "jocks," "leading crowd," "burnouts," and such. Associated with each category is an ideal in terms of physical attributes and behavior. Coleman found that these categories influenced academic performance. Following Adolescent Society, numerous scholars, especially Penelope Eckert (1989 ), Richard Everhart (1983 , and Douglas Foley (1990) , have described student motivation and social division in fine ethnographic detail.Ŵ e depict this work in a model where students maximize utility by making two choices. They choose their social category, and they choose effort in school.® When choosing categories, students try to fit in: They consider the match between their own characteristics and the ideal characteristics of jocks, burnouts, and nerds. When choosing effort, students also try to fit in. They consider the match between their own actions and the ideal behavior of their chosen categories. Ethnographies of high schools reveal that social divisions and students' identities can he a dominant influence on achievement.
We then consider the view-held by historians, contemporary sociologists, anthropologists, and educators-of schools as institutions, with social goals.^ In this view, schools not only impart skills. Schools also impart an image of ideal students, in terms of characteristics and behavior.^ School rituals-pep rallies, home-room announcements, assemblies-and day-to-day interactions in classrooms, hallways, and gymnasiums reveal the nature ofthis ideal. Teachers, administrators, and coaches praise and reward some students, while they disapprove of and punish others. These features and occasions define what we call a school's social category and its ideal student. Students with backgrounds similar to this category readily identify with the school. Others, however, do not fit in so easily Sociologists consider these interactions important, but economic research has yet to examine this setting.
We first consider assimilation in American schools ofthe early twentieth century, as described by historians. In the model, schools promote a single social category, and students have two choices. They choose whether or not to adopt the schools social category, and they choose their effort. The historians see these choices as particularly poignant for students whose backgrounds ''' Thus Allan Bloom (1987, p. 26) writes that "Every educational system . . . wants to produce certain types of human beings." Anthony Bryk, Valerie Lee, and Peter Holland (1993, pp. 146-47) , for example, describe the Statement of Philosophy of St. Ignatius School, which we discuss below. AUen Peshldn (1985) provides the description of the ideal student at a fundamentalist Christian school.
conflict with the school s ideal. The students are likely to resent the implication, inherent in their schooling, that there is something wrong with their backgrounds, and by extension, that there is something wrong with themselves. To avoid a loss in self-image, a student rejects the school and consequently exerts low levels of effort.^ Studies as recently as the 1990s reveal similar prohlems among today's African-American students, Hispanic students, and other minorities.^"
We use the same model to capture educators' views of contemporary United States public schools. This view, best exposited by Arthur Powell, Eleanor Earrar, and David Cohen (1985) , is that the typical U.S. high school today is "Shopping Mall High." In the Ianguage of our framework, such schools fail to promote a particular social category.^Î nstead, principals and teachers preach tolerance, and students are allowed wide choice in classes and curricula. Educators say that such laxity produces academic mediocrity. In our interpretation, school administrators face a trade-off between promoting a single ideal or offering students a choice. With choice, more students in a diverse population find ways to identify with the school. The outcome is more "democratic" in that more students are engaged in the school, but some students acquire lower skills.
Pediatricians Andrea Bonny et al. (2000) found that "school connectedness," the extent to which students identify with their schools, is an indicator of safer behaviors and better health outcomes. School connectedness was a better predictor than "family connectedness." In this paper, we explore the various aspects of schooling that can affect school connectedness and thereby academic achievement.
1" A recent article in the Harvard Education Letter, for example, tells how researchers now consider the "connectedness" or relationship between students and their schools as central to the gap in test scores between whites and other students (Michael Sadowski 2001) .
11 Powell, Farrar, and Cohen (1985) describe the typical U.S. public high school as Shopping Mall High because of the great deal of choice given to students and the failure of the schools to impose educational values.
We then consider school reform programs and the difference between public and private schools. Educators argue that legal innovations and changes in social attitudes in the 1960s and 1970s have made it difficult for public sehools to promote standards for students' behavior.^^ In contrast, private school administrators and teachers spend considerable resources to delineate prescriptions for student l^ehavior and ensure that students identify with the school and its ideals. Successful experiments in public school reform, such as the Central Park East Elementary and Secondary Schools in Harlem and the Comer Schools in New Haven, have similar strategies. We see these sehools, in our eeonomie terminology, as investing in students' self-images and relationships vwth the school. The schools reduce the initial social differences among the students and create a community, with an ideal of aeademie exeellenee.^'1
.2 The Economics of Education: A Brief Summary and Two Missing Pieces
Here we review the economic literature, with special attention to the influenee of sociology on economic research and an 1^ We discuss the legal innovations below. For discussion of the social climate, see Gerald Grant (1988) .
3 In their textbook for educators, Edward Wynne and Kevin Ryan (1997) emphasize the role of community in a school. They claim that "proper student conduct is enhanced by a code of conduct that not only prohibits wrongdoing, but also encourages students to do things that immediately help others." Their checklist for school principals of^methods to promote character shows concretely some of the ways in which schools can enhance a sense of community. These include snch items as academic team competitions in or among schools (e.g., math or spelling bees), band or choir, cheerleading, classroom or building clean-up, class monitors, messengers, hall guards, and office assistants, crossing guards and patrol duty, community service, dramatic presentations, fund-raising, clubs, sports, school newspaper, peer tutoring, well-organized academic group projects, Iibraiy aides, athletic or sportsmanship awards, certificates, mention in school newspaper, mention in newsletter to parents, mention over public address system, mention on report card, note home to parents, pep rally, posting name or photo, gold star or sticker, and special jackets or garments (pp. xxiii-xxiv). assessment of what is still missing from economic analysis.
Since Theodore Schultz (1960) and Gary Beeker (1964) introduced the concept of human capital, economists have been eoncerned with resources devoted to education and the return to education. A large body of empirical work has examined the impact of resources on education outcomes. Prominent reeent examples include David Card and Alan Krueger (1992a,b) , Julian Betts (1995 ), Ronald Ferguson (1998b , Erie Hanushek (1996 ), Caroline Hoxby (2000 , Krueger and Diane Whitmore (1999) . These studies have variously viewed resources in terms of school expenditures, teaeher-student ratios, and teacher quality, and the returns to education in terms of earnings, as well as other intermediate measures such as enhanced test scores, continuation rates, and rates of college applieation. As we will diseuss further in the eonelusion, the sociologieal literature, in contrast, is remarkably silent on the return to resources devoted to education. The framework we develop suggests a synthesis of the sociological and eeonomie viewpoints, providing insights into how resources ean be effeetively deployed.
The delivery of education serviees and market stnieture is a seeond elassie question in the economies of education. In Free to Choose, Milton Friedman and Rose Friedman (1980) propose privatization and sehool vouchers as an antidote to the ageney problems inherent in governmental monopoly sehools. Economists have sinee eonsidered both theoretically and empirically the implieations of market structure on educational attainment. Empirieal studies have measured the relative effectiveness of publie and private schools (e.g. William Evans and Robert Sehwab 1995) and asked whether competition inereases school quality (e.g. Hoxby 1996). On the theoretical side, Charles Manski (1992) and Dennis Epple and Riehard Romano (1998) build models of private and publie sehools and ask how voucher policies affeet the set of students that attend each type of school. The latter paper considers peer group effects in educational attainment; private schools offer fellowships to high-quality students because they enhance the learning of other students. Of course, peer group effects are a prominent topic in sociology and are now a wellresearched area within economics.^'^ However, as we have already noted and will discuss extensively below, the sociological literature indicates that the difference between private and public schools goes beyond peer group effects and the selection (or self-selection) of students. Private schools pursue different social goals and have greater freedom to invest in the identity of their students.
Following Charles Tiebout (1956) , school funding is a third topic that has occupied economic researchers. Roland Benabou (1993) and Raquel Fernandez and Richard Rogerson (1996) , for example, offer theoretical studies of community formation and its impact on school funding. Recently, economists have considered a key sociological variable: ethnic homogeneity. Claudia Goldin and Lawrence Katz (1997) find that ethnically homogeneous communities led the "high-school movement" in the early twentieth-century United States. More homogeneous communities had higher school funding and greater high-school attendance. Alberto Alesina, Reza Baqir, and William Easterly (1999) show the continued positive impact of homogeneity on school funding in the United States, and Edward ''' A body of work in economics considers schools and peer group effects on educational outcomes: e.g., Hiinusliek (1971) , Anita Summers and Barbara Wolfe (1977) , Evans, Wallace Oates and Schwab (1992) , Alejandro Gaviria and Steven Rafael (1997) , David Levine and Gary Painter (2000) , and Bnice Sacerdote (2000) . These authors and others attempt to disentangle the impact of peer behavior on achievement from other stucient and school characteristics, where the peer group is often defined at the school level. The modeling below emphasizes the social characteristics that lead students to choose different peer groups within a school, and how school policies affect this choice. Miguel (1999) has shown that tribally diverse school districts in Kenya have lower levels of funding. 1^ The sociological literature we interpret gives a window on basic microeconomic effects of ethnicity on the supply and demand for education. The motivation of students themselves may derive from their ethnic background and the match between themselves and schools. Schools as institutions may themselves promote a particular social category and ideal student; they may also adjust their policies to accommodate an ethnically diverse student population.
Other papers in economics have considered less traditional questions in education, such as ideology imparted by schooling. Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis (1976) argue that the U.S. educational system was designed to produce compliant workers. Michael Kremer and Andrei Sarychev (2000) build a political economy model where schools inculcate their students with an ideology. In a democracy, the populace may vote for a public school system (and against school choice), in order to promote ideological homogeneity.
John Bishops (1998) paper on students' social norms comes closest to the sociology and modeling we present below. His work, like ours, focuses on individual student motivation in the school's social context. He asks why social norms favor athletic over academic performance. He argues that academic success rewards only the individual, while athletic success rewards students in the school as a whole. Hence, students would cooperate in learning, rather than harass those who achieve, if academic rewards depended on outside testing and competition. The sociology we discuss below, and our modeling of it, paints a more microeconomic picture of student motivation, as derived from students' identities. We examine how social categories.
'^ Miguel also provides a theoretical model in which heterogeneity reduces school quality, and therefore lowers the return to funding. and the prescriptions for those categories, affect academic achievement, as well as how schools can influence students' choices.
While economists have begun to examine many substantive areas of the sociology of education, our reading of die literature indicates that two related themes have thus far eluded economic analysis. First is a sociological view of the student as the primary decision maker. Second is the conception of the school as a social institution. In sections 2 and 3 below, respectively, we elaborate on these themes. Each section has (i) a discussion of the noneconomic literature, (ii) a basic model that gives a guideline of how economic theory could and should capture the relevant sociology, and (iii) a discussion of existing evidence that supports the modeling. In section 4 we integrate these sociological themes into an economic analysis of resource allocation within schools. Section 5 considers black-white differences in education. Section 6 reviews the implications of the theory in this paper for empirical research, and section 7 concludes.
Identity and Utility
We begin by modeling the sociology of high-school Ufe presented by Coleman and his followers. We posit a model of student preferences where self-image, or identity, is salient, based on the general model of utility in Akedof and Kranton (2000) . Much of the research in social psychology that is the basis for this model was conducted with school-age children as subjects, thus making it appropriate to adapt diis model to the field of education. We describe our model along with a hrief summary of this social psychology research.
A Student Utility Function
We construct a model of a student's utility where identity, or self-image, is salient. As in a standard model of education, a student's utility will depend on her effort in school and the pecuniary returns to this effort. Let e. be individual i's effort in school, and let k{e^) he i's skills, or human capital.^T ypically, the pecuniary benefits of e^ are the returns to skills in the labor market. Pecuniary costs include i's foregone leisure or cost of effort. ^^ A standard utility function would posit i's utility is a function of income and effort: U^ = U-iw • k{e.), e^, where w is the wage rate per unit of skill.
We now add identity to this utility function. As in Akerlof and Kranton (2000) , we begin with a set of social categories C. Again, these categories may include racial and ethnic designations, gender, and in the school context include, for exam'ple, "jocks" and "nerds." Prescriptions P give the ideal characteristics and behavior for each category. An individual i is assigned to a category, and we denote this assignment c^}^ i's self-image, l^, depends on the match between her hehavior and characteristics with the ideals for her category. Student i's utility is then U^ -UJ(wk{e^, e^, I^, where 7. = l^{e^, cr, £., P) and E^ are i's characteristics. We use the word identity to describe both a student's assigned category and the payoffs associated with self-image. Thus, we speak of gains or losses in identity, which are the gains or losses in utility derived from the term I^.
This model describes behavior revealed by social psychology experiments. These experiments demonstrate how assigned social categories influence behavior. The classic Robbers Cave experiment is one illustration. In this experiment, two groups of randomly selected eleven-year-old boys were taken to a park in^ Our concept of "effort" summarizes the student's input into education. It is thus a composite of both the length of time spent in school and the student's effort while there.
1^ Other costs include foregone wages and direct expenditures on education such as books and tuition. 1* In a more general framework, i could also assign others to social categories.
Oklahoma, where they were kept apart for a week. During this week, researchers found the boys developed a sense of belonging to their group. When they met for a tournament in the second week, the eleven-year-old equivalent of war broke out, comjjlete with name-calling and stereotyping.^^ Minimal group experiments show that competition is not necessary for category assignments to affect hehavior. Experiments, with both children and adults, show that subjects are more likely to give rewards to those assigned the same label than to others, even when the assignment is random, recipients are anonymous, and there is no impact on own pay-
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Outside of experiments, the behavior of school-age children also reveals an appreciation of social categories. Children are aware of gender categories, and beyond the ages of five or six, self-segregate into groups of boys and girls.^^ Even very young children may have some understanding of the social categories and prescriptions for "blacks" and "whites." Lisa Delpit (1995, p. 48 ) tells of the new black first-grader who asked her black teacher why she was speaking in a different voice, a voice blacks use when interacting with whites: "Teacher, how come you talkin' like a white person? You talkin' just like my momma talk when she get on the phone.'"^ For description and discussion of this experiment, see Roger Brown (1986) .^ For description and discussion of minimal group experiments and children subjects, see Brown (1986) and Henri Tajfel and John Turner (1979, pp. 13-15) .
' For an excellent survey of the research on group distinctions and social categories, see Margaret Wetherell (1996, pp. 219-27) .^ Students also understand ethnic social categories, and may behave accordingly. In a recent survey of high school students in Miami and San Diego, Ruben Rumbaut (2000) finds that grade point average varied according to students' ethnic self-identification (Hispanic, Vietnamese, etc.) controlling for parents' socioeconomic status. He also found that the more students identified as being American, the lower was academic achievement.
High School: Jocks, Nerds, and Burnouts
We adapt the preceding model to capture the behavior of high-school students descrihed in Coleman (1961) and later studies; e.g., Everhart (1983) , Eckert (1989) , Eoley (1990) . This model is a prototype, and we use it throughout the paper. The sociological studies dl find that high-school students in the United States divide into social groups; they try to "fit in" to various categories, such as "jock," "burnout," and "nerd." Coleman's (1961) Adolescent Society established the relationship between such categories and achievement. His work followed August Hollingshead's Elmtown's Youth (1949) , which found a strong correlation between students' class background and their hehavior in school Coleman derived students' social categories from survey questions such as "Would you say that you are a part of the leading crowd?" and prescriptions from questions such as "Among the crowd you go around with, which of the tilings below are important. . .: be a good dancer, have sharp clothes, have a good reputation, stir up a little excitement, have money, smoking, being up on cars, know what's going on in the world of popular singers and movie stars."^'^•^'' These categories and prescriptions for the "leading crowd" were associated with students' self-images and academic performance. Students in the leading crowd appeared to have an enhanced self-image; they were only half as likely "to want to be someone else" as other students. ^^ Their See Coleman (1961, Boys' Fall Questionnaire, p. 3). Another example: "Now rank the following four items in terms of tneir importance to you: groups and activities outside school, activities associated with school, having a good time, a good reputation." (p. 2).
Coleman's categories were derived from answers to questionnaires; thus there remains some question as to the extent to which his social categories were imposed by the researcher; but later ethnographic studies of high schools show clearly Coleman's categories correspond to students' own classifications.
25 Coleman (1961, p. 225).
self-eategorization seems to have affeeted their behavior. In schools where academic performance was not a criterion for being in the leading crowd, high-IQ students reduced their performance: The best students were less likely to be those with the highest IQ.26 Many ethnographies have followed Adolescent Society in describing how school social settings affect hehavior. Eckert's (1989) study of the "jocks" and "burnouts" in a high school on the outskirts of Detroit, for example, shows that students see themselves in terms of these social categories and behave accordingly. She reports jocks and burnouts as behaving differently: in "clothing, territory, substance use, language, demeanor, academic behavior, and activities."^^ Each of these behaviors signifies difference and opposition between the two groups. Jocks wear pastels, burnonts wear dark colors. Burnouts smoke, jocks abstain. Jocks hang out around the lockers and avoid the courtyard, hurnouts hang out in the courtyard and avoid the lockers.^^ More generally, jocks accept the school s authority; burnouts reject it.
To capture this behavior, we construct a model where students both choose effort in school and divide themselves into three social categories: leading crowd, nerds, and burnouts; the addition of nerds corresponds to the groupings found by Jere Cohen (1979) in a factor analysis of student questionnaire responses.^ A similar finding obtained when comparing boys and girls. Girls, for whom outstanding achievement was less socially valued than for boys, also had lower variation in grades. This finding suggests that, like a girl we know who cried after winning a math prize, the eirls in Coleman's survey reduced their academic achievement. Nor does the composition of socioeconomic status for the different schools offer an explanation-since the importance of scholarship for membership in the leading crowd does not vary .systematically witri school socioeconomic status.
27 Eckert (1989, p. 69 Consider a population of students normalized to size one. Each student has two exogenously given characteristics. The first is ability, n-, that is, a complement to effort in the production of skills. The second is physical appearance, or "looks," Zj. Looks and ability are bodi independendy and uniformly distributed on [0, 1] . A students marketable skills depends on effort e. and ability n., k^ = k-{n.,e.) = n. e^. The pecuniary cost of effort is l/2(e.)2.
As for identity payoffs, prescriptions give the ideal characteristics for each social category L, leading crowd; N, nerds; and B, burnouts. The ideal L has looks Z = 1; the ideal N has ability n = 1; and the burnouts do not have an ideal.^^ Prescriptions also dictate ideal effort levels, with e{N) > e{L) > e{B). A students self-image depends on her own category, c^, and the extent to which her own attributes and behavior correspond to her category's ideals. A student for whom c^ ~ L earns identity payoffs /^ -t{l -Ij), where * is a positive parameter scaling the identity loss from i's distance from her ideal. A student who sees herself as an N earns Z^y -t{l -n.). The ethnographies suggest that Z^ > Z^ > Zg so that students in the leading crowd have a more rewarding self-image than nerds or burnouts. For convenience, we normalize the initial self-image of burnouts to zero, 7g = 0. A student will lose utility 1/2 {e^ -e(c.))^ for deviations from the prescribed effort for ber respective category, c^.
The parameter t is critical to this and subsequent models. It measures how difficult it is for students with different ascriptive characteristics to fit in a group. That is, t is proportional to the translation of ascriptive characteristics into social differences.
Together we have a utility function for a student i who is, respectively, L, N, or B, as:
28 It is straightforward to model endogenous ideals. E.g., suppose the ideal is the average of members of the group. The equilibrium ideal then emerges from students' decisions to join different groups. Similar results concerning effort in school obtain.
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where 0 < p < 1 denotes the weight on the pecuniary benefits and costs of effort.
To maximize utility, a student chooses a category and an effort level. The special case where p = 0 describes behavior when students care only about their current social situation. Ethnographies suggest such a low value of p. In die West Texas High School described by Foley (1990, p. 101) : "Most students came to school for extracurricular activities and the social scene." Eor all but a few "brains," academics was a side show. In the model, a student chooses her category to balance social status with "fitting in." A student with sufficiendy low I will reject tlie leading crowd. She loses If but no longer suffers the loss t{l -1). Students whose n is less than (1 -Ij^/t) and whose I is also less than (1 -I^/t) choose to be burnouts-diey are unable to obtain positive utility eidier as a nerd or as a member of the leading crowd. Eor p = 0, each student i chooses effort to match the ideal for her chosen category c^; tliat is, e' -e(cp.
This analysis shows the contrast between the outcomes of a purely economic model and a purely sociological model. In the purely economic model, when p = 1, average effort is io/2 and skill aquisition is tt;/3.
Here, when p = 0, identity is the only determinant of the input of student effort, which is, on average'^'':
Neither effort nor skill acquisition is determined hy the wage, hut by the social parameters: Z^, Ij, e{B), e{N), e(L), and ^^i For I> Z^, there is a group of students with high n but also high / who are in the leading crowd despite high levels of academic ability. These high-ability students, just as in Coleman's schools, reduce their performance below their high-ability peers.
In (2), skill acquisition is not responsive to the wage, but is responsive to the degree of social difference, t, in a school. When t is high, it is harder for students with low I and n to fit in as part of the leading crowd or as a nerd. Skill acquisition is low, since more students become burnouts and exert low effort. On the other hand, when t = 0, all students are in the leading crowd, average effort is e{L), and skill acquisition is e{L)/2.
As we will see further below, the preceding model allows an assessment of school policies that affect social categories and prescriptions. Policies that chtmge any of die social parameters will almost always have an effect on educational outcomes as long as p is not equal to one. Eor example, let us modify the model slightly to demonstrate the effect of school athletic programs, perhaps die most pervasive American school policy that affects students' social arrangements. Eoley's (1990) West Texas school, for example, accorded special importance to football, and football players were among the most popular students in
•^^ Here we discuss only the interior (nonboundary) solutions.^
Eor intermediate values of p, of course, skill acquisition will depend on both the pecuniary returns to education and the social structure of the school. school, as Coleman found, statistically, that being on the football team dramatically affected a boy's probability of being in the "leading crowd."'^^ Let each student have an athletic ahility a^ that is independently and uniformly distrihuted on [0,1]. The ideal for an athlete is a = 1, and athletes are members of the leading crowd (earning identity payoffs I^-tH-«j), and suffering 1/2 (e. -e{L)f for deviations from the ideal effort e(L)). With the additional choice of "athlete," some students with high academic ability, n, but with high a, join the leading crowd. Students with low I and n but with high a also choose to be athletes. That is, athletics allows an entree into the leading crowd. Athletics turns some nerds into "jocks" and some burnouts into jocks. The effect on average skills may be either positive or negative, but unambiguously, there are fewer students in the two extreme categories. In this way, school athletic programs "democratize" skill acquisition. This outcome corresponds to the description of Eoley's school, where working-class Mexican-Americans found their way into the leading crowd by exceUing at football. The Mexican-American players were mostly from "low white collar" (54 percent) or "blue collar" families (20 percent), hut they were much more likely than their peers to pursue a college education and to end up in middle-class jobs."2
.3 Empirical Evidence and High School and Beyond
Here, as elsewhere in the paper, we shall discuss some of the empirical implications of our model that differentiate it from more traditional economic analysis of education. The model implies: first, there are different groups (or social categories); second, members of these different social categories have 32 See Coleman (1961, figure 4.10, p. 131) . HoUingshead (1975) found that athletic participation was positively correlated with social class. See also Coleman (1961) .
3"* See Foley (1990, p. 138 and tables 2 and 4, pp. 232-33). different prescriptions; third, members of the different social categories will have different behaviors, predictable from the prescriptions; and fourth, school policies can change the divisions into social categories and prescriptions and thereby affect behavior.
The testing of each implication is challenged by a problem of identification. How can we know that being in one social category or another reflects anything more than individual tastes and endowments? Eor example, there may be no such thing as a group of nerds: those who are called nerds may just be those who are smarter and more academically inclined. The empirical task is to establish that membership in a social category, independent of tastes, affects behavior.
The model suggests in principle how to test for the existence of social categories and their influence. In the model a student just on the margin of being in one category or another, for example, of being a nerd or a member of the leading crowd, will have discontinuous effort, depending upon whether she chooses to be a nerd or in the leading crowd. With data on "looks" and "ahility" as independent variables, and "effort" as the dependent variable, and with assumptions about the distributions of error terms, it would be possible to estimate the parameters of the model. Such an estimated model is identified by the nonlinearity in the behavior of effort, which will behave discontinuously at the houndary between social categories. But the potential presence of unobservables poses serious problems in interpreting such nonlinear estimations in practice. Consider the simplest possible model, where effort depends only on ability, which has observed and unobserved components that are not perfectly correlated. Now suppose that the researcher tries to test the effect of group membership. She will use effort as a dependent variable to estimate the slope of effort on observed ability, and she will also estimate a parameter that gives the level of ahility that divides the nerds from others. She will falsely accept the hypothesis Akerlofand Kranton: Identity and Schooling nil of categorization because the ohserved effort will be correlated with unobserved ability. It will appear falsely to her that there are two groups, whereas in truth there is only one group, with effort only dependent on ability.
Despite these problems, such groupings must sometimes be identifiable. The most prominent division of social category is universally known and is commonly used by econometricians. This is the division of the population by gender. A common econometric exercise is to check whether men and women behave differently. Tests of difference in behavior by gender avoid the problem of identification because the econometrieian can take as given the categorization of iruile AnA female. In addition, the observation of membership in these two groups is made with almost no error. We propose that researchers use the same sort oi information that accurately divides people into male and female to make other group identifications. The differences between male and female are unambiguous to almost all observers because men and women wish to signify dieir gender. Boys typically do not want to be classified as girls, nor girls classified as boys. They therefore signify their gender in a variety of ways that are obvious to each other and without ambiguity to any ethnographer. Eor groups that are less universal, econometricians need to use ethnographic information that provides the signifiers, for example, on dress and adornment whereby meinbers of the different social groups indicate their membership, to themselves and to others. The description of die differences between jocks and nerds described by Eckert suggests the existence of such markers. Like males and females, diey dress differently, they adorn themselves differently, they have different manners and mannerisms. Since diese signs are supposed to be read by others, there should be relatively little error, as in gender identification, as to how tlie groups are divided.
It is useful here to give a taste of Coleman's empirical strategy since it illustrates the combination of being part ethnographer, part statistician. His analysis shows that different school groups within schools and across schools have different prescriptions. He first identifies members of the school elites by asking students who they "want to be like," or, alternatively, who is in "the leading crowd."'^'^ He then teases out the prescriptions by asking about the qualities of those in the elites and also how they differ from the rest of the student body. Eor example, he shows that members of the foothall team are much more likely to he in the elite;'^^ they also have better grades."^Â mong girls, the elites are much more likely to value participation in school activities, and somewhat more likely to want to be popular."^^ He describes in some detail how the prescriptions of elites differ from those of the rest of the student hody, how prescriptions differ by sex, and how they differ school-to-scliool by, for example, comparing the role of car ownership, the role of popular songs and movies, the role of reputation, and the factors making for popularity.'^^. He shows that there is consistency of opinion in many different questions, as would be expected if schools have a common understood culture. Eor example, there is a high correlation-not among freshman, who have just arrived, but among seniors-in ranking the role of high grades as a determinant of popularity and also of membership in the leading crowd.'"' He shows that in two schools that place special emphasis on intellectual activities, boys and girls both place especially high ranking on grades as a determinant of popularity.'*'^ He views this finding •^^ Coleman (1961, pp. 6, 12) . More precisely, the leading crowd was defined by answers to the following question: "If a fellow (girl) came here to your school and wanted to get in with the leading crowd, what fellows (girls) should he (she) get to be friends with ?" 36Coleman(1961, p. 131 Source: High School and Beyond. "Nerd: took advanced English or advanced math course; ''Athlete: participated in varsity sports if senior, in varsily or otlier athletic teams, if junior; '^Member of Leading Crowd: Regards self as popular; '^Burnout: had disciplinary problems in school in last year; '^Positive attitude toward self: agrees strongly with statement "I take a positive attitude of myself; ^Depressed: Respondents (sophomores only) felt depressed or unhappy a lot in past few weeks; SThink I am no good at all: Strong agreement with statement "At times I think I am no good at all"; ''Respondent rates school spirit as excellent; 'Respondent rates fairness of discipline as excellent; .iRespondent answers true to: Do you dread English class? '^Respondent answers true to: Do you dread math class?; as the result of a small natural experiment (of course with undetermined problems of selection bias) that those who are placed into different school environments will end up with different prescriptions.
Although a researcher could use cross section data in the fashion of Coleman, panel data is necessary to test the model against the possibility that the observed correlations are merely due to the correlation hetween group membership and unobserved tastes. The two cases have very different policy implications. If the model describes reality, the shift of a person from one group to another will result in a change in their prescriptions and their behavior. If, on the other hand, the correlation between prescriptions and group behavior are only due to unobserved tastes, such shifts will have no effect on behavior. Indeed, to test for one of these possibilities relative to another, one needs panel data where the shift from one category to another was randomly distributed, as in either a controlled or a natural experiment. We defer the discussion of such data until later in the paper, after we have seen some effects of different educational experiments. We will find that there may he natural and controlled experiments that could be used to test some of the predictions of the model.
We ourselves engaged in a crude attempt to see whether behavior is associated with social category. Adolescent Society was not only followed by ethnographies, hut also by the construction of a large data set. High School and Beyond. The questionnaires of Adolescent Society and ffigli School and Beyond, which is the source for our tables, are strikingly similar, including questions about self-esteem and membership in the leading crowd. The problems with these tables serve as a useful backdrop for discussion of the needs of empirical .54" (.01) 'ACT or SAT: seniors only; '"Bored a lot; Respondent felt bored a lot in last few weeks; "Working hard at school; respondent likes working hard at school; "Disappointed if do not go to college; agreement with statement "I will be disappointed if I do not go to college." a, b, c, d are the dependent variables; each of them is regressed on the independent variables (e, f, g, h, i, j, k, I, m, n, o) one-by-one; standard errors are in parentheses; " indicates significant at 1% significance level. Example; Odds Ratio (OR) = Odds for depressed(Nerd)/Odds for depressed (non-Nerd) = .74; where Odds for depressed = probability of depressed/probability of not depressed; logit (p) = a -I-bX; OR = e''.
work that tries to "test" our model and shows the need for data at an ethnographic or nearethnographic level. Table 1 categorizes students who reported taking advanced English or math classes as "nerds;" students on sports teams as "athletes;" those who responded "yes" to "are you a member of the leading crowd in your school?" as in the "leading crowd," and those who reported disciplinary problems as "burnouts." The nerds, athletes, and members of the leading crowd appear to have better opinions of themselves than students outside these respective categories. They were more likely to agree strongly with the statement "I take a positive attitude of myself;" less likely to be "depressed or unhappy a lot" in the past few weeks; and less likely to agree with the statement "I think I am no good at all." Burnouts show the opposite pattern. Similarly, as in the model, athletes. nerds, and members of the leading crowd appear to show more positive attitudes toward school than students outside their respective category. Table 1 shows that they were considerably less likely to view school discipline as poor; less likely to have been bored a lot; more likely to be disappointed if they do not graduate from college; and more likely to like working hard in school. Burnout attitudes had the opposite pattern. These observations are consistent with the premise of our model that athletes, nerds, and the leading crowd all identify with school; burnouts reject it. In table 2 we see that burnouts are less likely to be from the top quintile of socioeconomic status (SES) and considerably more likely to be from the bottom quintile than non-burnouts, and the opposite pattern describes the SES of athletes, nerds, and members of the leading crowd. Source: High School and Beijond. ^Nerd; took advanced English or advanced math course. ''Athlete; participated in varsity sports if senior, in varsity or other athletic teams if junior; "^Member of Leading Crowd; Regards self as popular; ''Burnout; had disciplinary problems in school in last year. "Duncan index of parents' socioeconomic status from parents' survey. Standard errors are reported in parentheses; 'Significant at 5% level; "significant at 1% level; example; Odds Ratio (OR) = Odds for Nerd (bottom quintile)/Odds for Nerd (not from bottom quintile) = .57, where Odds for Nerd = probability of Nerd/probability of not Nerd; logit(p) = a + bX; OR = e''.
While tables 1 and 2 appear to snhstantiate onr models assumptions, other interpretations are equally consistent with the data. The leading prohlem of interpretation is in the classification of students by group. Consider our classification of "nerds." We have classified nerds hy their hehavior, as those who take an honors course. Irrespective of whether nerds form a social category that will affect their attitudes toward academic work, we might also expect those who have tastes for taking such courses to have all of the attitudes attributed to them in the tahle, such as "positive attitude toward self," unlikely to he "depressed," unlikely "to think I am no good at all," etc. The same can also be said of burnouts and athletes. Our definition of "leading crowd" yields another problem: this is a self-classification; at best it reflects the perception of the interviewee. She may be overly optimistic about her position or she may he knowingly stretching the truth. We would expect that hoth over-optimists and truth-stretchers give much the same answers as those who are true memhers of the leading crowd. The prohlems with the interpretation of the groups in tahles 1 and 2 confirm the importance of systematic means outside the questionnaire to classify groups, as we suggested could be done by the marriage of ethnographic ohservation and statistical use of questionnaires.
The School as an Institution
To many scholars outside economics, schools are social institutions with social goals. Schools not only impart skills; they impart the characteristics and behavior of ideal stndents. Here we discuss this second aspect of the sociological approach to education that is missing from current economic modeling. In this approach, students' identities delineate whether a student accepts or rejects the school itself. We have already seen Eckert's description that a primary division between jocks and burnouts is that jocks accept the school and participate in its activities, while burnouts reject it.
Why would students reject their school? A large part of the sociology of schooling points to systematic social differences hetween students and schools as a reason. Histories of urban education, for example, emphasize the clash between the Americanizing schools of the early twentieth century and their immigrant students. Students were not just taught reading, writing, and arithmetic. In school, they were also corrected in details of comportment, including what to wear and how to speak.^^ The teachers believed they were teaching the students what they needed to he economically successful. The skills were socially neutral-^just logic and reason.'*'^ But that is not how it seemed to all students. One protagonist, quoted prominently by Robert Hampel (1986) , relates that his loving English teacher disapproved of his clothing and manners and saw him as a "filthy little slum ''^ According to David Tyacks (1974, p. 234) history, turn-of-the-century public schools demanded "total assimilation . . . [and] creat[ed] a sense of shame at being 'foreign.'" See also Hampel (1986) . ' •^ Bloom (1987, p. 27 ) characterizes the social category whence immigrant students were being rescued as that of the "traditional communities where myth and passion as well as severe discipline, authority, and the extended family produced an instinctive unqualified, even fanatic patriotism." He contrasts this with the ideal of the scliools: "the rational and industrious man, who was honest, respected the laws, and was dedicated to the family . . . Above all he was to know the rights doctrine; the Constitution, which embodied it; and American history, which presented and celebrated the founding of a nation 'conceived in liberty and dedicated in the proposition that all men are created equal.'" For the purposes of this paper it does not matter whether Bloom has given the correct interpretation of the contrasts; all that matters is that the protagonists believed in these differences.
child." This episode shows the cnlture clash emphasized by education historians, that even the most caring teachers can unknowingly offend their students and convey that they are inferior.
In our modeling helow, schools face a tradeoff that captures the historical and ethnographic accounts of schooling in the United States. These accounts, and our model, see the school as having a choice between promoting a student ideal closer to economically useful cultural norms and skills and an ideal closer to the students' social backgrounds.^ It may seem strange to an economist that such a trade-off exists. But sociologists' accounts reveal that skills, and certainly nonns of dress and comportment, are not socially neutral. Even such skills as proficiency in English and mathematics are associated with particular social categories, and a curriculum can privilege certain social groups. In tliis case, the proinotion of certain skills and prescriptions for behavior can alienate students from different social hackgrounds.
Paul Willis' (1977) classic day-to-day account of working-class British adolescents illustrates. To Willis, the school itself, as an '•' ' Bowles, Gintis, and Melissa Osbome (2001) discuss the extent to which schooling increases earnings by affecting personalitij. Curiously, the inclusion of measures of cognitive ability in earnings equations reduces the coefficient on schooling relatively little-taking an average over different studies, by only 18 percent. (See p. 1149). Personality seems to matter more. For example, in an earnings equation with PSID data the introduction of a battery of motivational and behavioral traits reduces the coefficient of years of schooling on earnings by 37 percent (see p. 1164). These results, and others, are suggestive (although certainly not conclusive) that behavioral traits developed in school are important components of the school-based skills that are of economic advantage. Exactly consistent with these results and the argument in this section, Bowles, Gintis, and Osbome hypothesize that much of the economic benefit of schooling results from "subjecting students to types of social interactions and systems of reward that replicate the social interactions and reward systems of the workplace, providing positive reinforcement for some behaviors and personalities and sanctions for others" (p. 1167).
institution, emhodies a set of prescriptions, derived from teachers who value order and discipline, as well as the administration that sponsors programs to "reform" workingclass youth. Willis' account shows students' powerful reactions to such school messages. He follows a group who call themselves "the lads," who resist schooling and end up, like their parents, in working-class johs. The lads' opposition to the school can he found in almost everything they do. They hreak school rules hy drinking, smoking, disrupting class, and, especially, hy generating a "laff (practical joke). Their clothes suggest sexual maturity, just as smoking and drinking indicate dieir rejection of school rules meant for children. Just prior to graduation, the lads got drunk at a puh at lunch time and returned to school, where the school authorities punished them hy refusing to let them graduate. Teachers were surprised at the lads' spree hecause they could have waited until the evening to drink. The teachers missed the symholism of the lads' last "laff."
In other ethnographies, we see that the lads hehave like "hurnouts" everywhere. Foley (1990) relates a similar West Texas example of resistant hehavior hy MexicanAmerican male high-school students.^F oley relates hitching a ride with some "vatos" to an away foothall game. As the hoys light up joints on the way, they plan to chase the local girls and provoke a fight with the local males, therehy using a "respectahle event to he disrespectful, rehellious and cool."^^ Just as the lads use their school's rules against alcohol and smoking as the context for their displays, the vatos use their school's preoccupation with foothall as the hackdrop for their resistance.
Willis and Foley see it as no coincidence that the lads and the vatos come from working-class families. To them, the schools are ' *^ For Mexican Americans, see also Angela Valenzuela (1999). Signithia Fordham (1996) provides a study of African-American students.
''6Foley(1990, p. 58).
insulting. The only vato who made it into the middle class"*^ reflected, ten years later, on his high-school experience. In his comments we see the key features of the models that follow-the anger at teachers and school and the corresponding social divisions, with some students accepting the school and others rejecting it:
We were really angry about the way the teachers treated us. They looked down on us and never really tried to help us. A lot of us were real smart kids, but we never figured that the school was going to do anything for us . . . We were the violent macho types, I guess. They'd [the teachers] manipulate the nerds into school and books. There was a re;il separation between us and the nerds and the jocks.''Â sequence of three models will capture the historical development of U.S. schools in the twentieth century. The first model captures historians' depiction of the initial period, in the early twentieth century: schools have a single ideal, which students may accept or reject. The second model conforms to the sociological picture of contemporary puhlic education: schools adjust to their diverse student hodies hy allowing students to choose among different ideals within the same school. The third model captures the nature of reform programs: sehools reduce the social difference hetween students and their schools; students then identify with these schools, which promote high academic achievement.
In our review, rules and disciplinary processes will appear prominendy as evidence of the ideals and prescriptions of schools. Sociologists view such ohservations as especially revealing. In his study of the Puritans, Kai Erikson (1966) ohserved that rules and disciplinary proceedings delineate the houndaries of a community. Punishment is an occasion to draw the line hetween acceptahle and unacceptahle hehavior. Accordingly, those who willingly disoheyed the rules are not full memhers of the community. In the school ''^ Foley (1990, p. 140 context, we have already seen how the lads and the vatos used disobedience of school rules to demonstrate their rejection of the school and its ideals.
A Model of a School with a Single Ideal
A model with a single ideal reflects historians' view of late nineteenth-and early twentieth-century U.S. public schooling. Associated with the school is a social category, which we label S. The schools prescriptions give the ideal characteristic and behavior of a student in this category. Suppose students' characteristics e^, such as class, ethnicity, or other social attributes, are uni-
where m is the mean and CT represents the diversity of the student population.'*^ Let s £ [m -G/2, m + CT/2] denote the ideal characteristics of S, and let e(S) > 0 denote the ideal effort level. We call s the school's ideal.
As in the model of the previous section, a student's self-image depends on her category and the extent to which her own attributes and behavior match the ideals for her category. A student i who identifies with the school category, S, earns I^ -t{s -e.) for e^ < s and earns Ig for £; > s. The parameter t again measures the extent to which students with different characteristics do not fit the school's category. A student suffers an identity loss 1/2(6; -e(S))-for diverging from the ideal effort level e{S). A student i who does not identify with the school, a "(B)urnout," earns identity payoffs f/^./g where 0 < d. < 1 is the level of student i's "*' * Students' characteristics e, in general, can include a variety of traits. Some will be correlated with a family's socioeconomic status, race, and ethnicity. Others will he purely idios)nicratic. Most economic models consider idios)mcratic tniits as tastes, randomly distributed in the population. In our setting, these tniits reflect a student's social background. We consider how these socially defuied traits affect effort in school. Idiosyncratic components would explain the differences in outcomes witliin socicil groups. For instance, there are "burnouts" even at all-white middle-and upper-class schools. A poignant fictional example, J.D. Salinger's Holden Caulfield, speaks in the voice of a burnout. disruption in the school. This disruption expresses an alternative identity, as seen in the behavior of the lads and the vatos. A B will also lose utility of 1/2 (e^ -eiB)f for deviating from the prescribed effort level e{B), which we normalize to zero.
We assume that the school ideal, s, affects marketable skills. In particular, the greater is 5, the more marketable skills a student obtains for a given effort level. This assumption reflects associations between certain social categories and the curriculum, behavioral prescriptions, and other aspects of economic success. Let the production function for skills take the form k. = se. (1 -J.), where skills are increasing in s and e^ but decreasing in disruption d^. With these assumptions, an S and a B have utility, respectively.
= P \s --e\ (3)
for < s -f (lAs previously, the special case p = 0 is the pure sociological model. In this case, any student who does not identify with the school will choose t/. = 1. The number of burnouts is determined by the position of the school, s, relative to the distribution of the students, and the relative gain of identifying with school I = Ig-Ig. Let of burnouts. We have denote the fraction (4) and mean skill acquisition, denoted as K, of (5) For s sufficiently above the median student, K declines in s even though higher s contributes directly to skill acquisition. As s increases, more students reject the school, reducing the total skill level. The parameter t is critical. The greater is t, the greater the social differences between the students and the school. For a given s, as t increases, more students reject the school, and skills decline.^''
Hamilton High to Shopping Mall High
The modeling above captures events at "Hamilton High," events that sociologists believe reflect general trends in U.S. education. The World We Created at Hamilton High by Gerald Grant (1988) gives a detailed account of an upstate New York high school from the 1950s to the 1980s. This history relates a great deal of discord-even the closure of the school for some period of time. It also relates how the school came back together as a place of learning. To an economist Hamilton High seems to be only a curious story: it does not fit into the typical model. There is massive change in educational outcomes, but no change in resources. Shifts in parameters of the model here, however, easily capture Grant's history of the school.
In the 1950s and early 1960s, Hamilton High s student population was homogeneous (a was small) and its ideal, s, was in the center of the population of white middle-clasŝ^ Here, as before, the text: describes the nature of interior solutions. students. The school's prescriptions were clear. The principal had few doubts that his job was to "enforce middle-class standards of courtesy and respect, emphasize a college preparatory curriculum and put winning teams on the Hamilton field."^^ Students actively participated in the school activities, in the newspaper, Greek letter fraternities and sororities, the girls' club, and the a capella chorus, and such.
Grant then relates what happened after a significant number of poor black students entered the school in the late 1960s under orders of forced integration. In terms of our model, the diversity, a, of the students rose; most of the new students' characteristics were considerably below the school's ideal s. The model predicts exactly what happened: the number of burnouts and the disruption in the school increased. The new students reacted almost immediately to rejection by the white students and the faculty.^^ Day-today there were clashes, arising from what black students and their parents saw as racism and unfair application of school rules. The following interaction was a typical classroom exchange:
Teacher (to black student): Please sit down and stop talking. Student: I was only seeing if I could borrow a pencil and a piece of paper for that quiz you were talking about. Teacher: You know you're supposed to be in your seat. Student: But you will give me a zero if I don't have a quiz paper. Teacher (slightly exasperated): Sit down. You're supposed to bring those things to class or borrow them before class. Student (voice rising): Why you picking on me? You don't pick on white ldds who borrow a piece of paper."
Anger rose to the point that riots closed the school. The riots began after a fraternity party behind the school where white students told a group of blacks to "get out of 5^ Grant (1988, p. 241 The black students were responding to the way they were being treated. You know, it's like these white teachers don't really care anything about me . . . He isn't teaching me anything. You know, it's a handout sheet every day or it's a film everyday. The teacher may be making racist remarks overt or subtle . . .^ .
The principal of the school looking hack at the period said: "[the school] gave them the message that 'some people did not belong.'"^Â s the story of Hamilton High continues, we see the school adjusting to its diverse student hody Gradually, the school of Greekletter clubs and a capella choruses faded away. A new school emerged, whose defming features were tolerance and students' rights to choice.^^ A slightly revised model below captures this new Hamilton High, which is similar to what has been elsewhere described as the typical contemporary U.S. high school. Shopping Mall High (Powell et al. 1985) .
A Model of Shopping Mall High
In Hamilton High, as in other schools throughout the country, students in the 1970s were granted greater rights. Gone were the days of unquestioned in loco parentis and a consensus on the school's ideals.^Â t Hamilton High, new rules essentially eliminated teachers' authority to enforce academic and other behavioral standards.
5" Grant (1988, p. 35) . 55 Grant (1988, p. 38) . 5^ The problems at Hamilton High are an extreme version of the day-to-day struggle to maintain school order. Everhart, along with Willis (1977) , Foley (1990) , Lois Weiss (1990) , and others, paint a remarkably similar picture of the many small and large ways students assert themselves against teachers' authority, disrupting class and school operations. When students do not identify with the school and accept its authority, leaming does not occur.
*^ We discuss in detail below the legal innovations that advanced students' rights.
Arbitration guidelines, adopted in 1972, allowed students to initiate grievance procedures "when the behavior of any staff member willfully imposes upon a student the ethical, social or political values of the staff member."^^ Teachers only rarely corrected student behavior, inside or outside the classroom. A teacher who asked a repeatedly tardy student to bring a note from home when late was told hy the parent: "stop worrying my child just because you have a middle-class hang-up about time."^^ Teachers who tried to punish students for cheating often had to defend their allegations to the principal, to the student's parents, and, when called upon, to the student's lawyers.
Students also gained rights to choose their curriculum. The school instituted more elective courses; only ten of eighteen credits required for graduation were specified. Even though formal tracking was eliminated, students now tracked themselves. Those interested in academics sought out the best teachers, and those not interested chose less challenging courses. As the school turned to laissez faire, the troubles died down. Leaming took root again, but the previous standards no longer applied.
Grant's description of the new Hamilton High conforms to educators' description of typical U.S. high schools across the country (Hampel 1986 ). Powell et al. (1985) call these high schools "shopping malls," where students are treated as customers. The schools give them what they want, making little or no attempt to change their values. The Shopping Mall High School appears not to be just the result of changes in the 1960s as reported by Grant and Hampel, but rather to be the much longer evolutionary outcome of continued democratization of U.S. schools. This democratization was even more dramatic earlier in the century (see Katz and Goldin 1997), especially as "life 5^ These guidelines were distributed to all students in a handbook outlining their rights (Grant 1988, p. 53) .
59 Grant (1988. n. 54).
skills" curricula were introduced for the non-college-bound who were said to be "preparing for life."*'*' We now capture the essence of a Shopping Mall High School in a model where a school may adjust to its student population. The school has two options. It can select a single ideal. Alternatively, the school can give the students a choice between two ideals. The school makes this selection to maximize the total skills, K.^^ The analysis shows each of the school s options in turn, then determines which of the two options is optimal.
Singles optimum. Recall that K takes into account students' choices whether or not to identify with the school. As we have already seen, K -.s • e(S) • [1 -(3] , where p is the fraction of burnouts. The choice of s involves a trade-off: Increasing .s increases skills directly, but reduces [1 -P], the number of students who identify with the school. The optimal s balances these effects. From (4) and (5) above, the optimal s that maximizes K is: s*=min|m+-,-fm+-+ -)| (6) Notice again the impact of the social parameter t; the optimal ideal s* is decreasing in t. The more students view themselves as different from the school, tlie more the school must reduce its ideal to engage students in the school and increase skills."^ This debate is well-dociunented in Edward Knig (1964) and (1972) . Diane Ravitch (1983, p. 46) excoriates progressive educators, who championed nontraditional high school curricula, emphasizing life skills relating to health, vocation, and family and community life.
Gertainly, a school administration could have other goals in choosing its category and prescriptions, as would be the case in religious schools. We discuss this possibility below.^ This level of s is invariant to changes in a and in when m + a/2 is held constant. The optimal school after integration at Hamilton High would be the same as the optimal school before integration. However, if we included the many externalities of disruption, the school would lower.? to account for the new students. Doubles Optimum. Gonsider now a school that can give students a choice. Instead of one ideal, the school can set two ideals s^ and s^, where Sj^ > s^ and s^ is associated with higher academic achievement. There are now three social categories: (H)onors students, with ideals s^ and e(H); (M)iddle students with ideals s^ and e(M), and (B)umouts, with no ideal and ideal effort level e(B), where e{H) > e{M) > e{B) = 0.
Middle students are a prominent category in Theodore Sizer's (1984) As before, a student's identity depends on the match between own characteristics and behavior and the ideal of her category. A student i choosing category c^ = H,M earns identity payoffs I^ -tis^ -e.) -1/2 (e^ -e{c)if for ^^ < s^ and earns I^ -1/2 (e. -e(c.))^ for 8. > s^. Burnouts earn the identity payoffs of the previous model. We again consider students' choices of effort and category for p = 0.^T here will be (l/a)(m + a/2 -s^) H students; (l/a)(sj^ ~ 'M "*" ^^^^ ^ students; and {l/Q){sy^-I/t -m + a/2) B's. Mean skills as a function of Sj^ andsj^ are:
Once again, the text concentrates on nonboundary solutions. E-is again assumed uniformly distributed on the range [m -a/2, m + a/2]. An appendix available upon request gives the full specification and analysis of the model. In the analysis we assume that all students located above s^^ choose H. For Sj,=s^, we assume that students located above Su=Sj^ choose H (and exert e(H)) and students located^below.Spj=W|^ that choose to identify with a school choose M and exert e(M). This assumption prevents a discontinuity in the numbers of H and M students at .S|.| = .SM-'" what is written below, we assume Sw > HI-a/2 + I/t. This assumption is without loss of generality because it is never optimal for the school to set .s,^ at a lower level.
When setting s^ and s^, the school faces two trade-offs. First, as with one category, raising ideals Sj^ and s^ directly increases skill attainment, but increases the number of burnouts. Second, there is competition between the categories. Increasing Sj^ increases the skills of the honor students, but more students will opt for the middle category, with lower educational attainment. An appendix provides the optimal s^and s,^ as functions of /, m, a, and t\ s^ and s^ are increasing in m and a, and decreasing in t. The distance (s^-s^j^) increases with t and a.
Selection Between Singes or Doubles School. When is it optimal for a school to give students a choice rather than to promote a single social ideal? The results match the historical accounts. Comparison of the total skills for one category, s', and of two, s^ and s^, shows that when tlie social distinctions are large {t is large or a is large), the school achieves higher skills by providing two categories. Two categories increases the number of students who identify with the school. When the social distinctions are small, {t is small or a is small), students are more likely to identify with the school, and a school will maximize skills by eliminating choice and providing a single standard. The events at Hamilton High are tlius consistent with the model. In the short run, the single initial value of 5 is fixed and there was massive disruption. This disruption eased in the long run as the school moved from a single-s ideal to a double-s ideal with choice and tolerance.
Resource Use: Investments in Identity and School Reform
In tliis section, we introduce resources into our modeling of schools. This exercise integrates the sociological view of schools with a classic economic view, and, we believe, captures tlie essence of contemporary school reform programs. In the previous generation, educators promoted large schools to take advantage of economies of scale; schools should be consolidated so as to offer a variety of advanced courses (James Conant 1959). Current school reform promotes small schools, witli unified programs. We argue that school refonn on botli the left and the right can be characterized in this same way: reformed schools use resources to create a community, represented in the model as a reduction in the parameter t^ Students with low values off do not differentiate themselves from each other according to their home background. This leaves schools free to choose an s leading to high skill acquisition.
Central Park East Elementary and Secondary Schools
Central Park East Flementary and Secondary Schools is a poster child for school reform and illustrates the value of creating a community and inducing students to identify with the school. There is no doubt about CPESS' success. In East Harlem, a neighborhood where students are more likely to go to jail than to college, this school has almost no dropouts; it sends 90 percent of its graduates on to college of whom 90 percent graduate.^Â ccounts of CPESS suggest tliat its success lies in students' and teachers' identification with the school and its academic ideals. This identification is no accident. From the very beginning, school administrators set out to create a new type of school, with a strong sense of community. The school takes students out of their troubled community and isolates tliem in a different world. The importance of creating a new, different social category is apparent to Deborali Meier, the founder-director. In her We could also model investments that change the distribution of students' characteristics. Similar results obtain. Reforms can also involve prescriptions for effort in school. We discuss disciplinary reforms below.
Indeed the school has been dubbed the "miracle in East Harlem" (Seymour Fliegel 1993).
words: "We committed ourselves openly and loudly to being different."®^ She further emphasizes: "We wanted no 'we' versus 'they' in this community."^T he unusual pedagogy and arrangements at CPESS underlies the group identity of the school. The curriculum is generated by the ideas of students themselves, and examining these ideas systematically using "The Five Habits of Mind." These five habits require asking and answering: "How do we know what we know?" "Who's speaking?" "What causes what?" "How might things have been different?" and "Who cares?"^^ The school's other practices help students identify with each other and the school. The school has small class size, small overall school size, multiple-year student-teacher assignments, and, in higher grades, relatively few periodto-period shifts between teachers-all measures to encourage familiarity among students and teachers. The emphasis on student ideas and student presentations and projects as well as lengthy open-ended teacher-parent conferencing, are all designed to make each student feel as if she belongs, as if to a family
A Resource-Use Model of School Reform
We interpret the creation of a school community as a choice about the allocation of resources within a school. The model shows when resources devoted to such a reform program will enhance educational attainment. Suppose a school has resources r = 1 which it can divide into two uses, those directly devoted to the teaching of skills, in proportion a, with the remainder, 1 -a, devoted to creating community and reducing t, the social differences between the students and the school.^^ Skills increase directly in a: k^ = Ose. (1 -d.) , at the expense of social difference: we have t{a), which is also increasing in a.
The school's objective function (for p = 0) is now in the two-s and one-s case respectively:
-s Case
= a-s-e{S) - 1 s -m -I/t{a)(8)
In the two-s case, the school chooses s^, Sjâ nd a; in the one-s case it chooses s and a. Solving first for the optimal ideals-s* in the 1 -s case and s^, s,J^ in the two-s case-^we see that optimal ideals are increasing in (1 -a), the fraction of resources devoted to reducing social differences. As students identify more with the school, the school can promote an ideal that is more amenable to marketable skills. With an internal solution, a satisfies the following condition, which show the costs and benefits of such an investment: 6Meier(1995, p. 30) . 67 Meier (1995, p. 20) . 68 Meier (1995, p. 50) . 69 It is possible that resources devoted to reducing t are also directly complementary to sldU acquisition-as many would argue that CPESS' special curriculum enhances learning.
da a
where s* and s^ are the optimal choices for a given a. In both cases, investments in reducing t result in a direct loss in skills due to diversion of resources, reflected in the first term K/a. The benefit is an increase in the number of students who identify with the school. The second terms show the change in skills of these students. There is an interior solution for a when t{l) is sufficiently high.™ When students initially think of themselves as quite different from the school, a small investment to reduce t can have a large impact on skills. In this case, it is optimal to spend resources to change this social parameter. Furthermore, with sufficient investment in t, it is optimal for the school to promote a single ideal.
The model suggests that there is much greater similarity between the "liberal" and "conservative" reform agendas than is apparent in the often shrill debate. Both emphasize special curricula that create school communities. That is, both invest to reduce t in order to raise the ideal s. Both are then stark contrasts to the Shopping Mall High which makes no attempt to change social parameters. We have already seen the distinct pedagogy and student ideal in CPESS. We see similar elements in Core Knowledge Charter Schools, a prime example of conservative reform. In these schools, students should learn what Hirsch (1996) identifies as "Core Knowledge." The central idea of the school-its s in the language of the modelis the role of this curriculum in "promot[ing] a community of learners-for adults and children.""^ The aim of the curriculum and other aspects of the reform is to trump the effect of students' backgrounds on school participation. The rules of a school in Parker, Colorado illustrate. Students must wear uniforms and obey a dress code so strict it '" At a = 0, the condition is always positive, hence we must have a > 0. At a = 1, the condition is negative for t'{a) sufficiently large (recall that t'(a) is positive).
'' See: http://www.coreknowledge.org/CKproto2 /about/index.htm#BEN. details socks, which "must be worn in a coordinated color with the school uniform and worn in a matching pair of the same color." Furthermore, students and parents must sign an agreement to abide by the school's code of discipline.^^ These rules and codes of discipline, as we shall discuss next, delineate the boundaries of a school community and play important roles in reform programs.
Discipline in Schools
Establishing and enforcing a school's code of discipline involves a substantial use of resources and defines the school community. In the noneconomic accounts of schools and of educational refonn, rules and discipline are a common theme. This emphasis echoes Kai Frikson's (1966) observations that by obeying the rules one becomes a part of the community, by breaking them, one becomes an outcast.
The reforms by James Comer of two New Haven schools exemplify the use of resources to establish and enforce the disciplinary code.^'^ Comer describes the situation when he arrived at Baldwin Elementary School as "shocking." Desperate teachers were unable to establish order. Children milled around, yelling and screaming, calling the teacher and each other names.''* Five years later order reigned, as depicted on the cover of his book. School Power-, a classroom with all students neatly dressed, smiling at their desks, eagerly raising their hands.'"^ See: http://www.ckcs.net/. '^ CPESS is another example of how a school's disciplinary procedures delineates the community. Students sent to the Directors office for misconduct are led through the Five Habits of Mind to sort out the problem (Meier (1988, p. 50) ). Such a method would h& ineffectual if the students did not already identify with the school and its particular precepts. ''Comer(1980, p. 76) . '^ The children also achieved higher levels of academic achievement. Prior to the reforms, the school had performance ratings in math and reading at the bottom of New Haven s public schools.
How did Comer achieve this transformation? Comer says that the success of his program comes from students' internalization of school values. This process involved use of resources. Teachers were trained how to respond to children who acted up. A central facility was established where children could take hold of their feelings, relax and play, before being returned to the classroom, ready to obey Comer demonstrates the nature of the disciplinary process with the case of an angry fifth grader who had attacked a smaller child with his belt. Rather than simply punishing the student who misbehaved, the teacher, who had been trained to look for causes for misbehavior, wormed out of the boy that he was upset because his father had been denied a pass from jail for Christmas. She helped him write a letter to his father, but, at the same time, she also made him understand he could not take out his feelings on other children.^^ That is, children were taught not only how to read, but also how to obey the rules.
Just as sociologists view schools' rules and disciplinary procedures as a window on schools' ideals, they also view lack of rules and lack of discipline as indicative of the failure of a school to promote academic and other values. Crant's description of the newly tolerant Hamilton High of the 1970s illustrates. The old consensus on appropriate behavior and rules had broken down with nothing to replace it. The principal explained:
We assumed through the fifties and the sixties that we had a set of rules that applied to everyone when in fact they didn't. The Dlack community was basically compliant with the expectation of the white community. Then things t)egan to change. Then you get into a situation [where] you say what are the rules? When I started teaching at Hamilton the ldds were sent home if they wore dungarees. I laugh [to think we ever had such a rule]. But [in 1970 ] there were no rules. '' ™Gomer(1980, p. 118) . " Grant (1988, p. 40) A teacher who caught a boy cheating was told that she needed a witness.^^ When the same conscientious teacher gave a student an F for a ghosted paper, she was forced to hand over all her documents to the student's lawyer, who was seeking evidence of prejudicial treatment.^^ A student group, which called itself the Protesters, opposed all infringements on students' rights, including the school prerogative of searching student
Public versus Private Schools
The modeling above also describes a difference between private and public schools. Economists and noneconomists have both urged public support for private schooling. While economists focus on agency issues, John Chubb and Terry Moe (1988), for example, advance a different argument for privatization. They see a benefit in the freedom private school administrators have to set goals and mobilize resources to achievê ** Grant (1988, p. 53) . ™ Grant (1988, p. 53) . 80 Grant (1988, pp. 60-61) . 8^ Judicial interpretations of the law governing schools' authority over students reveals changes in attitudes regarding school authority that coincided in time with the changes in the disciplinary system at Hamilton High. In the opinions of the landmark cases, as in our model, public schools have only limited authority to affect students' identity (see Anne Dupre 1996) . The Tinker V. Des Moines (1969) and Goss v. Lopez (1975) decisions demarcate the break from the traditional view of schools as agents of parents (under the doctrine of m loco parentis) with the authority to enforce codes of disciriline and mold students' morals and values. These decisions established that students are "persons" under the Constitution and do not shed their rights "at the schoolyard gate." Dupre (1996,p. 54 ) Tinker v. Des Moines concerns three students who were suspended after refusing to remove armbands in protest of the Vietnam War. The Supreme Gourt ruled that the school could not punish the students, since "Students in school as well as out of school are 'persons' under our Constitution. They possess fundamental rights which the state must respect ... In the absence of a specific showing of constitutionally valid reasons to regulate their speech, students are entitled to freedom of expression of their views." Goss v. Lopez gave an analogous interpretation of students' rights to due process. See Dupre (1996, p. 57 ff).
them. In terms of the model, setting goals can be seen as establishing an ideal s; the mobilization of resources can be seen as the use of resources to establish a community that will accept these goals. Private schooling is thus seen as relaxing constraints on investments to establish identity.
Chubb and Moe (1988, tables 4 to 8) support their view with data from the Teachers and Administrators Survey supplement to High School and Beyond. Batteries of responses show that private school principals have less interference from school boards • and other administrators over curriculum, instruction, and discipline. They face less constraints on school policy and procedures concerning personnel, and hiring and firing. They have more support from parents in setting their goals and set greater goal clarity for their schools. In addition, Chubb and Moe show that the private school principals are viewed more affirmatively by their teaching staff, which is just one sign of a school community. Peshkin's (1985) account of a Christian school in Illinois provides an extreme example of a private school that reaches into all aspects of a students life. Parents and children sign detailed contracts, where parents not only grant the school the right to enforce a firm Christian code of discipline, they promise to enforce the school's code at home.^^ The model characterized reduction in t as narrowing the gap between school and home: this unusual measure brings the home closer to the school ideal.
Empirical Evidence
What evidence do we have that the establishment of community affects educational attainment? Are Comers schools and CPESS just anecdotes? We argue the contrary. These programs changed the outcomes for populations of students. In epidemiology, a population that shows particular resistance or predilection for a disease is a research 82 See Peshkin (1985, p. 90 Bryk and his colleagues (1993) conduct such a study. Catholic schools are known for their higher educational outcomes. ^^ Bryk et al. (1993) describe in detail how Catholic schools establish such a school community where students accept the school's goals and ideals. These schools make their ideals clear in their statements of philosophy. For example, one school defined its ideal student, who "should be marked by a number of characteristics: . . . intellectually competent, . . . loving, ... a person of faith, . . . [and] committed to doing justice."^^ Each of the desirable characteristics is described in detail. Bryk et al..describe the arrangements that foster students' acceptance of these ideals (in our model investments in t). All the teachers assume responsibility for shaping student character and are supposed to be involved in many aspects of students' lives.^L ack of specialization makes this feasible, as the English teacher of the morning is likely to be the counselor at lunch time and possibly the soccer coach of the afternoon.^3 Coleman, Hoffer, and Kilgore (1982) show that Cathohc school students have h^igher test scores with lower standard deviations than public school students. See table 6-1, p. 127. The question remains to what extent these differences can be attributed to selection bias or school quality. Joseph Altonji, Todd Elder and Christopher Taber (2000) , who also review the extensive literature on this subject, correct for selection bias by using the bias in the observables to correct for the bias in unobservables. They concentrate their analysis on a sample of students who were in Catholic schools in eighth grade, some of whom continued to Catholic high schools, and some of whom switched to public schools. They find that those who continued in the Catholic schools had considerably greater chance of graduating and attending college.
84 See Bryk et ; J. (1993, p. 146) .
Wide participation in school activities, including a greater fraction of stndents on athletic teams and shared religions activities, foster the school commnnity. This commnnity blurs distinctions between school and home: in the terms of onr model, it reduces the social differences t. These differences in community between the public schools and the Catholic schools are supported by statistical evidence. From High School and Beyond and the associated Administrator and Teacher Survey, Bryk et al. (p. 284) constmct an aggregate index of school community from 23 snb-components, including such items as the likelihood that a teacher will know a given student, an index of students' perceptions of teacher interest, and an index of agreement on goals between teachers and administrators. The value of the aggregate index of community for Catholic schools is 2.35 standard deviations from the public school mean, as, in fact, the Catholic schools were more communal than the public schools for each and every one of the subcomponents.^5
.
Black-White Differences in School Attitudes and Achievement
Onr emphasis on social categories and identity captures arguments by leading scholars of black education such as James Banks, Comer, Delpit, Ferguson, Fordham, John Ogbu, and Claude Steele.^^ Clashes between black students and their school, as in Hamilton High, appear frequently in studies of black-white differences in educational attainment. Andiropological studies show how school routines and curricula can convey to black students that there is something "wrong" with them and their background. Delpit s classroom accounts show, for example, how teachers' presumption of superiority of standard English can (unknowingly) insult speakers of black dialect. In a reading lesson, a girl renders the text: "Yesterday I washed my brother's clothes," as "Yesterday I wash my bruwer close." The teacher corrects her. But the student has done something far more sophisticated than read: she has translated the passage into her own dialect. Instead of being praised, the girl is told that she has made a mistake.^^ In microcosm, this incident captures some of the tension between students and schools with socially different ideals. This tension, Ogbu (1997) argues, leads to an "oppositional culture" on the part of black stndents.^*5
.1 Empirical Interpretation and Need for Future Work
The empirical studies of black/white differences in education reveal a paradox, which might be resolved by the modeling in this paper. Tests of the theory of oppositional culture **' The subcomponent indices measure: teacher agreement on stucfent goals, reported teacher consensus on beliefs and values, teacher beliefs that students can learn, teacher and administration agreement that students can learn, teacher and administration agreement on standards of discipHne, student consensus about teacher role, track and course-taking commonality of students, teacher knowledge of students (in class), percent students involved in extracurricular activities, percent students in leadership roles, percent teachers who obtain help from colleagues, teaclier cooperation with colleagues, teacher time planning with other teachers, staff commitment to evaluation, participation in faculty social events, teacher time in extended roles, percent of teachers involved in extracurricular activities, teacher knowledge of students (beyond class), teacher contact with students outside of class, and student perception of student interest.^ See for example: Banks and Dresden Grambs (1971), Comer (1980) , Delpit (1995 ), Ferguson (1998a ,b,c, 2001 ), Fordham (1996) , Ogbu (1971) , and Steele and Aronson (1998) .
s Delpit (1995, pp. 58-59) . Delpit believes teaching standard English is especially important in poor Black neighborhoods. She suggests, for example, that English be taught as drama. Delpit (1995, p. 51) 90 See also Fordham (1996) .
suppose that if black students are angered by school culture, they should have less favorable attitudes toward school than white students. The existing evidence suggests the contrary. Philip Cook and Jens Lndwig (1997) show tliat, compared to non-Hispanic whites, blacks have about the same expectations for educationd attainment (high school, college, etc.) and about the same school attendance and levels of effort.91 Table 3 , widi slighdy different tabulations from High School and Beyond, shows blacks have better school attitudes than whites. On average compared to whites, blacks are less likely to "dread English class," less likely to "dread math class," more likely to perceive "school spirit as excellent," more likely to report a "positive attitude toward self and much more likely to "like working hard in school." These fmdings seem paradoxical in view of tbe large and persistent gap between black and white test scores (Christopher Jencks and Meredith Phillips (1998) ). The possibility that schools adjust their curriculum and ideal to their student body yields a possible explanation why blacks appear to have better attitndes toward scbool tban whites, but they have lower test scores. In the model of section 3 schools adjusted s so that more students will identify with the school. In this case, it is likely that schools with a majority white (black) student population emphasize an ideal that conforms to their white (black) students. As a consequence, it is likely that black students, for example, are much more likely to "dread" English class and math class in white schools than in black schools, with the reverse for white students. Table 4 shows that when we divide the High School and Beyond sample accordingly, blacks in almost totally white schools are, indeed, significantly more likely to dread English and matb than their counterparts in all-black scliools. Syinmetrically, white students in almost totally black scbools are more likely to dread English; similarly, they also have a positive (although statisti-^ See also Roslyn Mickelson (1990) .
cally insignificant) coefficient on the likelihood of dreading math relative to their peers at all-white schools.^Û sing data collected by Bishop at Shaker Heights High School, Ferguson (2001) has also examined the relation between the black/white grade gap and racial differences in attitude toward school. Like Cook and Lndwig, and like ourselves, Ferguson finds little difference between black and white attitudinal scores. Thus, while tvithin race differences in attitudes are well-correlated with CPA at Shaker Heights, differences between races explain little of tbe gap.^'^ This finding suggests that subjects' interpretation of tbe attitudinal qnestions differs by race. Ferguson s ethnographic fmdings of differences between black and white high-scbool students-some from schools other than Shaker Heights-indeed suggest that blacks and whites segregate tbemselves into different groups. He emphasizes that black students do not want to appear disloyal to their race.^"* The modeling in this paper suggests that with such differences there sbould be a presumption that prescriptions, and therefore ideal levels of effort, will differ by group. We thus might expect that blacks and wbites^^ will give similar responses to questions tbat subjects either consciously or unconsciously interpret as concerning the desirability of effort relative to the ideal of their respective group. With such interpretation, similarity of response does not impfy similarity of ideal effort by group. Consider, for example, the meaning of student scalings of the following three statements: "It's not cool to be competitive about grades." "It's not cool to frequently volunteer answers or comments in class." "It's annoying when studentŝ^ There could, of course, be other theories, such as selection bias that could explain these facts.
3 See Ferguson (2001, p. 348) . See Ferguson (2001, pp. 377-78) . ' We would expect similar lack of difference between honors students and middle students at Shopping Mall High, except insofar as these two groups Source: High School and Beyond. "Positive attitude toward self: agrees strongly with statement "I take a positive attitude of myself; ''Depressed: Respondents (sophomores only) felt depressed or unhappy a lot in past few weeks; Think I am no good at all: Strong agreement with statement "At times I think I am no good at all"; ''Respondent rates school spirit as excellent; '^Respondent rates fairness of discipline as excellent; '^Respondent answers true to: Do you dread Elnglish elass? ^Respondent answers true to: Do you dread math class?; ''ACT or SAT: seniors only; 'Bored a lot: Respondent felt bored a lot in last few weeks; JWorldng hard at sehool: respondent likes try to get teachers off track in class."^® The behavior that students would define as "being competitive," "volunteering answers," or "getting teachers off track" is likely to differ by group. For example, while nerds and burnouts both disapprove of "being competitive about grades," the objective behavior envisaged by the two groups will be very different. Fergnson's accompaniment of ethnographic observation with his statistical analysis puts such responses in context. It suggests the need for fuither work that bases attitudinal questions on ethnographic observation. Those questions should sohcit students' attitudes toward objectively defined behaviors, with no ambiguity that all stu- See Ferguson (2001, pp. 355-57) for these questions and others. dents, regardless of their social group, will have the same objective interpretation of the questions. Such study, in our opinion, is the next natural step in resolution of the CookLudwig paradox.
Further Implications for Future Empirical Work
Here we sketch some further implications of the model for empirical work. Thus far, the empirical work that we have discussed has, mostly, used non-experimental dataas, for example, in die studies of Cook and Ludwig and of Ferguson. But we have mentioned both controlled and natural experiments. For example, the Comer schools were a controlled experiment, Hamilton .41" (.02) working hard at school; '^Disappointed if do not go to college: agreement with statement "I will be disappointed if I do not go to college." *Significant at 5% level; **significant at 1% level. Example: Odds Ratio (OR) = Odds for Depressed (Black Male)/Odds for Depressed (non-Black Male) = 1.51, where Odds for depressed = probability of depressed/probability of not depressed; logit (p) = a + bX; OR = e''.
High a natural experiment. Indeed, Hamilton High gives a dramatic instance of a schoors response to an exogenous (in this case, court-ordered) change in the diversity of its student body. For this reason it is a good test of our model. Hampel (1986) relates similar disturbances in other schools with forced integration in the same time period. The work of Grant and Hampel should be carried further. Whether changes in test scores relate to court-ordered busing can be examined statistically. The model predicts that, as in Hamilton High, the impulse response to court-ordered busing will be a reduction in test scores, followed by a less than complete recovery.
Another example where our theory suggests a broader scope of empirical work in the economics of education comes from Krueger and Whitmore (1999) . They examined the consequences of Tennessee's Star experiment, in which students in grades K to 3 were randomly assigned to small classes. For the duration of the experiment, black and free-lunch subjects had large and statistically significant gains in the Stanford Achievement Test. After returning to normal-sized classes, these gains disappeared. Despite this disappearance, eight years after they had left the experiment, blacks who had been in the small classes were twenty-five percent more likely to take college entrance exams (ACT or SAT) than those in control groups.^^ Our perspective suggests that such an astounding finding should be followed up. percent compared to 31.7. Krueger and Whitmore (1999, p. 11). since the economics of education should not just tabulate the effects of experiments.
Research should also ascertain how and why the experimental subjects were subsequently different. Our theory suggests a possible testable explanation: the familiar environments afforded by small class sizes trumped these students' tendency to view school as a place for others, rather than for them. Otherwise, it is hard to explain wh)' almost a decade later they were more likely to see themselves as suitable candidates for colleges requiring entrance exams. Empirically we would expect to see this difference in attitude toward school reflected in greater participation in school activities.
Using currently available data, it is possible to use measures of school participation to test the hypothesis that successful past experiments are associated with a greater sense of belonging to the school community High-school yearbooks provide an indicator of school participation. Typically the captions of photographs of sports teams and clubs list the names of participants. Also, appearance for the graduation picture in the yearbook itself is another (minimal) form of school participation. With the Star experiment, even now, it would be possible to use such data to test for differences in high-school participation by those in the experimental and the control groups. It would also he possible to see whether such difference in participation was correlated witb taldng tbe ACT.
Sucb follow-up is also possible for the Comer experiment. Test scores at the Comer schools rose markedly in the first five years of the experiment. The yearbook records of tbese students in high school should show whether the effects of the experiment continued, in the form of greater participation in school life. This evidence should be particularly powerful since the high-school record of increased participation should mirror tbe increasing success of the experiment in its first five years.^^ Such studies would expand the boundaries of empirical work in the economics of education, as their goal is not only to measure the consequences of changes in resources, but also, more deeply, to resolve, the reasons for these consequences.
While a considerable econometric literature has reexamined the assertions of superior performance of Catholic and other private schools by Coleman and others, there is still the need to reexamine the more ambitious assertions in this literature regarding the reasons for such superiority. Bryk et al. and Chubb and Moe have established good correlations, respectively, between indices of community and of school independence and student performance. But causality runs in two directions-especially since affluent school districts and schools with high proportions of middle class students are likely to find it easier botb to establish community and to give school administrators large scopê^ Establishing the role of school participation from such experiments would test the huncnes of Hollingshead in Elintown's Ymith, where he found a strong relation between participation in school activities and social class. (See Hollingshead 1975, pp. 143-50) . Participation was especially low by the students of the lowest class, who lived near the canal and had a high rate of drop out. A girl of one of the lower classes explains to Hollingshead the reasons why she does not go to football games: "Well, why go? We're made to feel out of place and that is the way it is." (1975, p. 150) . This paper has explored the consequences of such feelings much more generally.
for discretion.^'^ Researchers should reexamine the extent to which school community •and administrator independence causally affect student performance.
Conclusion
This review considers a sociological perspective on students and schools and integrates this perspective into an economic model. This view focuses on variablesidentity, social categories, and school ideals-that have been beyond the purview of the economic theory of education. The framework we suggest captures phenomena that could not be explained by standard economic modeling. It easily explains tbe sequence of events at Hamilton High, the implications of school discipline and changes in the legal status of students, the success of notable school reform experiments such as CPESS and the Comer schools, the tradeoffs in the Shopping Mall High, and arguments of non-economists in favor of school vouchers and charter schools.
The last model incorporates all the previous modeling in the paper to consider tlie use of school resources to change student identities. The model combines the fundamental concern of economists-the allocation of resources-^with a basic concern of education scbolars-the dependence of students' '^ For example, Chubb and Moe (1990) defme low and high performance schools as those respectively in the bottom and top quartiles of sophomore-to-senior improvement on a test administered to the High Scfiool and Beyond panel. In the high performance schools principals had more motivation to control the schools. In schools in the top quartile of improvement, 61.9 percent had higher tnan average motivation to control, as measured Dy their index, in contrast to only 18.9 percent in the bottom quartile. (See Chubb and Moe 1990, p. 85) . These tabulations and others show a difference in performance between successful and unsuccessful schools in the exercise of leadership of principals. While Chubb and Moe are well aware that causality nms in both directions, their attempts to establish causality of school independence are not convincing. Quite possibly with trie type of panel data available to them from High School and Beyond such causality cannot be identified. achievement on the gap between tbeir own self-images and tbe person tbe scbool intends them to be. In our reading of tbe noneconomic literature, we were struck by the absence of comment on the role of resources in schooling. Consider three examples. In Powell et al. s account of Shopping Mall High, a defining moment occurs when a teacher fails to reprimand a student for complaining about an assignment. The authors consider this response as a failure to set standards and change the student's own expectations of what she could achieve: in the language of our models she failed to promote an academic ideal. But straightforward economics offers another interpretation: the teacher is incompetent or lazy. If incompetent, the school lacks resources; if lazy, she lacks the right incentives. Descriptions of CPESS and the Comer Schools similarly fail to consider the exceptional resources available to these schools, not in terms of budget, perhaps, but in terms of exceptional teaching and administration.
The perspective offered by our models is thus consistent with the view of Hanushek (1986) and Ferguson (1998b) tbat resources, especially in tbe form of high teacher quality, are critical ingredients for school refomi. But the sociological perspective says more. It says that tlie resource use is likely to be ineffective when students' backgrounds are antithetical to the academic values that schools should promote and tlie schools are constrained against investing in identity. ^'' ' •^^^ This perspective, as we have seen, offers a possible explanation why tlie experimental seniors in the Star experiment had such a high rate of taking tlie ACT or SAT exam. Sizer's (1984) claims about teachers and student self-image can similarly be interpreted as a reason for a relation I"" On average teachers with greater academic skills will be better motivated themselves, and will tlius more naturally motivate their students.
'"^ Jeffrey Mirel (1999) has documented, in the case of Detroit, the decline in the resources available for an ever more difficult task in maintaining a pro-education, pro-academic morale for the period 1930-80. between resources and academic achievement. Sizer sees the typical U.S. liigh school as unable to affect student character since tlie typical teacher meets with 120 students every day,^**^ making close student-teacher relations all but impossible.
Tbis synthesis of" the sociology and the economics shows why new research in economics should delve into the black box of the school. Our task is not only to determine whetlier an experiment or resources increase educational achievement. Our task is also to explain why. The sociological approach outlines possible answers, and directions for new research within the economics of education.
In closing we should mention two important omissions from this review and from its theoretical framework. We have focused on the identity and bebavior of students, but tbe motivations of teacbers and administrators are also keys to the success of different schools. As we saw briefly in tbe accounts of CPESS, the teachers and principal identified with the goals of the school. Indeed they created them. The committed Catholic School teachers and administrators, described by Bryk et al., contrasts with the disengaged public school teacher, described by Sizer. ^"' Tbus the extent to which teachers identify with their school's mission may be as important as differences in student motivation in explaining the gap in performance between the two systems.
Second, reflecting our own bias as economists, our models assume that schools maximize students' marketable skills. But skills are only one of the goals of some schools and of the parents who choose them. Religious schools, for example, often eschew economic goals in favor of rehgious goals. In some cases, they view their primary mission as tlie separation of the saved from the damned, as suggested by the fears of the principal in Peshldn's ethnography: "The devil's crowd [the unconverted] is after our kids."^*^ A similar desire for separation lay behind the voucher-supported private academies established (unconstitutionally) in the wake of Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas (Jeffrey Henig 1993) .iO5 The goals and curricula of public schools are the product of elected school boards; the nature of these schools, their ideals, may then derive from the political economy of a community. ^' ' If schools' goals include promoting certain ideologies, school choice may he neither skill-increasing nor ideologically neutral. ^"' "'' See Peshkin (1985, p. 289) . '"^ Some African-American charter schools also have separatist teachings (Lynell George 1992) .
'"' See Foley (1990) for school board battles and the history of Anglo and Mexican-American relations in the West Texas town he studied. Many current education policies, including vouchers, sex education in public schools, bilingual instruction, etc. are being determined at the ballot box.
'"^ The political economy model of Kremer and Sarychev (1998) deals nicely with the issue of ideological choice in public and private schools. In their model parents choose among schools that promote different ideologies. After their education, people with different ideologies have less gains from trade. Parents want their children to be like them ideologically, but they also want their children to be able to communicate with others for economic gain. A school's ideal in our descriptive model is similar to school ideology in Kremer and Sarychev, and our model produces a related trade-off. Schools interested in students' skills have a reason to choose the ideology of the dominant culture because that is the idiom of commerce, but they have reason to mirror their students' preferences. Our description of school reform which empowers investments in identity and relaxes the public school constraint in these investments yields different analysis of the potential benefits and costs of school privatization. Consider the seeming paradox in the Netherlands of ideological homogeneity and private schooling, which Kremer and Sarychev expkiin as the lucky draw from multiple equilibria. In our descriptive model, private schooling will result in more homogeneity than public schooling if parents care sufficiently about children's skills. Private schools will devote resources, a, to reduce any conflict between students' identity and the dominant culture, and then choose an ideal, s, that conforms to the dominant culture as well. In contrast, constrained public schools must mimic the heterogeneity already existing in society. Friedman (1955) discusses the issue of school ideological concerns.
